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Abstract— The role of carbon-related traps in GaN-based
ungated high-electron mobility transistor structures has been
investigated both experimentally and by means of numerical
simulations. A clear quantitative correlation between the exper-
imental data and numerical simulations has been obtained.
The observed current decrease in the tested structure during
backgating measurements has been explained simply by means
of a thermally activated hole-emission process with EA = 0.9 eV,
corresponding to the distance of the acceptor-like hole-trap level
from the GaN valence band. Moreover, it has been demonstrated
by means of electrical measurements and numerical simulations
that only a low percentage of the nominal carbon doping levels
induces the observed current reduction when negative substrate
bias is applied to the tested structure.

Index Terms— Carbon doping, numerical simulation, trapping
phenomena, wide bandgap semiconductors.

I. INTRODUCTION

GaN-BASED high-electron mobility transistors (HEMTs)
are of increasing interest for the development of low

ON-resistance and low-switching losses devices for power
switching applications [1], [2]. One of the mandatory steps
in order to realize an excellent solid-state power switch is the
formation of a semi-insulating (SI) buffer layer that has to be
able to both reduce the device leakage currents in the OFF-state
conditions and withstand the large device operating voltages.
Carbon doping, which induces a complex set of acceptor trap
levels located in the lower half of the GaN bandgap, has
been proposed [3], and it is widely used [4]–[6] in order to
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fabricate high insulating buffer layers. Nevertheless, its intro-
duction has also been linked to device dynamic ON-resistance
increase [4], [5], which represents a strong limitation in order
to fully exploit the GaN-based devices capability for efficient
power switching operation.

In the last years, several papers have been dealing with
the understanding and modeling of trapping phenomena
that are likely to be related to carbon doping. Numeri-
cal simulations presented in [7] showed that a C-doped
GaN buffer can cause a significant current collapse in
GaN-based devices due to the two-dimensional electron gas
(2DEG) depletion induced by the negative charge build-up
occurring in the C-doped GaN buffer when the devices are sub-
jected to high operating voltages. The assumption of an accep-
tor trap located at 0.9 eV from the GaN valence band (VB)
was also able to reproduce by means of numerical simulations
the current collapse in GaN Schottky barrier diode grown on
C-doped GaN buffer [8]. Drain current transient measurements
carried out on ungated AlGaN/GaN structures with C-doped
GaN buffer layer have shown the presence of a 0.86-eV
thermally activated current decrease when applying moderate
negative substrate voltage levels, which has been explained
by means of hole conduction in the GaN VB [9]. Recently,
it was shown experimentally in [10] that the device ON-
resistance recovery after the OFF-state high bias conditions in
C-doped GaN buffer devices was thermally activated with an
E A = 0.93 eV, and it was suggested that this phenomena might
be related to the emission of electrons captured in carbon-
related buffer traps during the OFF-state high bias conditions.

Nevertheless, a clear and quantitative correlation between
experimental and numerical simulation results concerning trap-
ping phenomena linked to C-doped GaN buffer layers has not
yet been presented. The aim of this paper is thus to study
both by experimental measurements and numerical simulations
the role of carbon doping in GaN layers in order to gain
insights into the trap levels formed by the incorporation of
carbon as well as to provide quantitative results concerning
the simulation parameters that have to be adopted in order
to consider the carbon-related trap levels. This last point is
particularly critical in order to use numerical simulations as a
tool for the prediction and/or evaluation of GaN-based power
HEMTs operation.
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Fig. 1. Cross section of the tested and simulated ungated AlGaN/GaN
HEMT structures. Bias voltages applied during the drain current transient
measurement after applying a negative voltage step from 0 to −100 V to the
wafer substrate are also reported.

This paper is thus organized as reported as follows.
Section II will briefly describe the devices used in this paper

and the experimental measurements carried out. In particular,
the main results obtained is that when applying a negative sub-
strate voltage to an ungated AlGaN/GaN structure, a thermally
activated drain current decrease is observed with E A = 0.9 eV.

Section III describes the setup of the numerical simulations
carried out in order to explain the experimental data. Three
different trap configuration scenarios will be considered.

Section IV presents the numerical simulation results
obtained by considering the three trap scenarios. Only when
an acceptor trap level at 0.9 eV from GaN VB is considered,
Scenario B, a qualitative agreement between the simulated and
measured data can be observed.

Finally, Section V deals with the quantitative fitting by
means of the numerical simulations of the experimental data.
It will be shown that a nice quantitative fitting can be obtained
only if a trap concentration significantly lower than the nom-
inal C-doping level is considered.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Experimental measurements and numerical simulations
presented were carried out on ungated AlGaN/GaN HEMTs
structures grown by metal–organic chemical vapor deposition
on a Si(111) p-type substrate with a source/drain spacing of
40 μm (see Fig. 1). The epilayers consisted of a nucleation
layer, a 4.7-μm-thick GaN buffer with a 3×1018 cm−3 carbon
doping concentration (high-carbon (HC)), and a 0.3-μm-thick
GaN layer with a 3 × 1016 cm−3 carbon doping concentra-
tion (low-carbon (LC)) followed by a 15-nm Al0.25Ga0.75N
barrier layer. Ohmic contacts were formed by Ti/Al-based
metallization defined by means of a liftoff process [11].

Temperature-dependent transient backgating measurements
were performed on the ungated structure in order to identify
trap levels within the GaN buffer layer [12], [13]. In fact,
the tested structure has the benefit that the occupancy of trap
levels located at the AlGaN/GaN interface, AlGaN barrier,
and device surface will not change because of the 2DEG
shielding effect as long as the applied source and drain

Fig. 2. Recorded normalized drain current transients at VDS = 0.1 V
obtained when applying a negative voltage step from 0 to −100 V to the
wafer backside. Increasing the temperature yields a speedup of the current
transient observed, suggesting that the observed phenomena might be related
to a thermally activated process. Analysis of the dID/d(log(t)) signals showed
clear peaks used for the extraction of the time constants τ . Inset: Arrhenius
plot obtained which yielded an activation energy E A = 0.9 eV.

potentials remain constant and the 2DEG is formed, i.e.,
ON-state conditions. As a consequence, the tested structure,
during current transient backgating measurements, will be
sensitive to occupancy variation only of trap levels located
within the GaN buffer layers as long as the 2DEG is not fully
depleted.

The time-dependent drain current ID , recorded after switch-
ing the substrate bias VSUB from 0 to −100 V at the
time t = 0 s, was measured at VDS = 0.1 V (with the
source grounded) in order to reduce self-heating effects.
The said measurements were performed at temperatures within
the range of 35 °C–90 °C. Measured ID values were then
normalized with respect to the measured ID at 1 ms from the
beginning of the transient.

The normalized transients of ID measured at T = 35 °C,
60 °C, and 90 °C are shown in Fig. 2. At T = 35 °C,
ID experienced a decrease of approximately 15% with an
associated time constant of 100 s. Increasing the temperature
induced a speedup in the current-transient suggesting that the
observed phenomena might be related to a thermally activated
process. Clear peaks were also observed when analyzing the
dI D/d(log(t)) signals (see Fig. 2) related to the transients
evaluated at different temperatures. The said signals were then
analyzed in order to extract the emission time constants τ
[14] of the thermally activated process causing the observed
current decrease. If at this point, we suppose that the thermally
activated process corresponds to the emission of electrons from
a trap level located at EC − E A [where EC is the conduction
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band (CB) energy and E A is the activation energy of the trap],
or alternatively the emission of holes from a trap level located
at EV + E A (where EV is the VB energy), the energy E A

can be extracted as the slope of the Arrhenius plot of ln(τT 2)
versus q/(kT ), where τ represents the time constant measured
at the temperature T , q is the electron charge, and k is the
Boltzmann constant. As shown in Fig. 2 (inset), the extracted
value of E A was 0.9 eV.

The 0.9 eV number obtained in this paper well correlates
with the 0.86 eV experimental data presented in [9], which
has been obtained in similar measurement conditions, i.e.,
monitoring drain current decrease when applying negative
VSUB voltages although the value of VSUB in [9] was −25 V,
while in this paper, it was −100 V. We might speculate that
the mechanism observed in our devices could be similar to that
observed in [9] for VSUB = −25 V. Nevertheless, our inter-
pretation of the physical mechanism leading to the observed
drain current decrease is different from that proposed in [9].
As it will be demonstrated in sections IV and V by means
of numerical simulations, our proposed explanation relies on
a hole-emission process from a carbon-related acceptor-like
trap, which is different from the hole conduction mechanism
proposed in [9].

When comparing our extracted 0.9-eV activation energy
with the 0.93 eV experimental data presented in [10], these
two numbers cannot be directly correlated, since the 0.93 eV
has been obtained in different conditions, i.e., by monitoring
an RDSon recovery, i.e., a drain current increase, by applying
VSUB = 0 V after a 100-s stress condition at VSUB = −100 V.
As a consequence, the data reported in [10] and that reported
in this paper cannot be properly compared, since the activation
energy in [10] has been derived from a completely different
measurement method where other physical mechanisms than
those occurring in the devices tested in this paper might be
present.

Before moving to Section III, we would like to briefly
comment on the meaning of the activation energy extracted
from the Arrhenius plot. The value extracted from the
Arrhenius plot itself is not able to distinguish between a hole
or an electron trap. The E A value extracted is related to the
distance of the trap level from the CB edge in the case of
an electron trap or from the VB edge in the case of a hole
trap. Nevertheless, some speculations can be made on the
experimental data obtained to understand if the trap causing
them is an electron-trap or a hole-trap one. We would like to
stress, however, that in order to prove the said speculations,
numerical simulations need to be performed, as it is shown
in Sections III and IV. Drain current decreases with time,
meaning that the number of electrons in the 2DEG decreases
as a consequence of the charge variation induced by the trap
emission process. As a consequence, only hole emission, i.e.,
a loss of positive charges in the buffer or equivalently the
build-up of a negative charge in the buffer, is consistent with
the observed phenomena.

III. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

In order to gain insights into the physical mechanisms
leading to the observed current decrease after applying a

Fig. 3. Three possible trap scenarios were considered for reproducing the
experimental results by means of numerical simulations. Scenarios A and B
refer to two of the possible compensation mechanisms induced by carbon
doping in GaN layers. In particular, Scenario A represents the autocompen-
sation through interplay of CN − CGa states, while Scenario B represents
the compensation through a dominant CN acceptor state. On the other hand,
Scenario C is not related in principle to known carbon-doping-related com-
pensation mechanisms, but it has been considered due to the experimentally
extracted 0.9-eV activation energy of the thermally activated drain current
transient decrease.

negative substrate voltage step, numerical simulations were
carried out with the commercial software DESSIS-ISE. For
all the simulations, an n-type GaN background doping with
a 1016 cm−3 concentration was adopted, while three different
trap configuration scenarios were considered for the LC and
HC GaN layers (see Fig. 3). The said scenarios will now be
described in detail in Sections III-A–III-C.

A. Trap Scenario A

Scenario A refers to one of the possible compensation
mechanisms induced by carbon doping, which predicts the
autocompensation through interplay of CN–CGa states incorpo-
rated during growth with comparable concentration [3], [15].
According to this model, the Fermi level is predicted to be
pinned at around midgap, thus making the C-doped buffer to
behave as an almost ideal SI layer.

For simulating the effects of this trap configuration, a donor-
like trap was introduced at ECGa = 0.11 eV from the CB
together with an acceptor-like trap ECN at 3.28 eV from the
GaN CB. Trap densities were set according to the carbon
doping levels simply by equally splitting them within the two
levels, i.e., for the 3 × 1018 cm−3 HC layer, 1.5 × 1018 cm−3

traps were assigned to the level at ECGa and the remaining
1.5 × 1018 cm−3 traps were assigned to the level at ECN.

B. Trap Scenario B

Trap Scenario B refers to the compensating mechanisms
induced by dominant CN acceptor states [16]–[18]. In par-
ticular, as reported in [18], using hybrid density functional
calculations, it has been shown that carbon on the nitrogen
site is in fact a deep acceptor. Calculations reported in
[18] and [19] also yielded a (0/−) charge-state transition level
E = 0.9–1.1 eV above the VB. According to the dominant CN

acceptor states model, the Fermi level will result to be pulled
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Fig. 4. Comparison among the experimental and simulated normalized drain
current transients at T = 35 °C when applying a negative voltage step from
0 to −100 V to the substrate: experimental results (solid line), simulated
considering Scenario A (dotted line), simulated considering Scenario B
(dashed-dotted line), and simulated considering Scenario C (dashed line).
Among the three scenarios considered, only Scenario B, corresponding to
a compensation mechanism through a dominant CN acceptor state at 0.9 eV
from the GaN VB, yielded a decrease in the drain current level.

in the bottom half of the bandgap turning the GaN buffer into
a weakly p-type region [20].

Simulations adopting this model were carried out by intro-
ducing an acceptor-like trap level at EACV = 0.9 eV from
the GaN VB, with trap densities set according to the carbon
doping levels of the structure.

C. Trap Scenario C

Trap Scenario C, differently from Scenarios A and B, has
not been chosen according to expected trapping levels related
to carbon doping within the GaN layers. According to the
0.9-eV activation energy experimentally extracted, an
acceptor-like trap level was considered at 0.9 eV from the
GaN CB.

Simulations adopting this model were carried out by intro-
ducing an acceptor-like trap level at EACC = 0.9 eV from
CB, with trap densities set according to the structure carbon
doping levels.

IV. SIMULATED CURRENT TRANSIENTS

Simulated current transients according to the three trap
scenarios described in Section III and the experimental results
obtained at T = 35 °C are shown in Fig. 4. The results
obtained for each of the three trap scenarios considered will
now be discussed as follows.

A. Scenario A Simulation Results

Scenario A [Fig. 4 (dotted line)] did not exhibit any varia-
tion in the drain current versus time. This is expected, since
the two ECGa and ECN levels are fully ionized regardless of
the applied substrate voltage. As a consequence, the negative
charge build-up in the buffer, which is required in order to
induce the observed drain current decrease, will never come
into place.

B. Scenario B Simulation Results

Scenario B [see Fig. 4 (dashed-dotted line)] yielded a
significant decrease in the simulated current level, actually
turning OFF completely the 2DEG. Again, the trends are
expected, since EACV will behave as an hole trap, and it will
be briefly discussed. When a negative VSUB is applied, the
depletion region within the GaN buffer layers will increase
its extension. Trapped holes within the said depletion region
should then be swept away, although this mechanism will
have to follow the timing related to the emission process of
the hole traps. As time passes by, holes are emitted, leav-
ing negatively ionized acceptors within the depleted region.
A negative charge build-up will thus occur in the buffer,
inducing a decrease in the 2DEG density and consequently in
the current level with time constant related to the hole emission
process.

C. Scenario C Simulation Results

Scenario C [see Fig. 4 (dashed line)] resulted in a complete
opposite trend with respect to Scenario B and experimen-
tal results, yielding an increase of the current during the
simulated transient. The charge dynamic involved during the
current increase can be briefly explained as follows. When
VSUB = 0 V, the traps are filled by electron in the buffer layer
in order to compensate the effect of the n-type background
doping, resulting in the Fermi level being pinned at 0.9 eV
from the CB. As VSUB is pulled to negative values, the
depletion region forming within the buffer layer sweeps away
the trapped electrons, with time constants related to their
emission process, inducing a positive charge build-up in the
buffer due to the presence of the background donors that are
no longer neutralized by the trapped electrons.

We can thus conclude this preliminary qualitative analy-
sis by stating that among the three model considered, only
Scenario B is able to predict the measured current decrease
versus time. Hole traps associated with the CN acceptor states
thus seem to be the main responsible of the experimentally
observed thermally activated drain current decrease when
negative substrate voltage levels are applied to the tested
structures.

V. QUANTITATIVE FITTING OF EXPERIMENTAL DATA

As observed in Section IV, among the three different trap
scenarios considered, only Scenario B was able to reproduce
a drain current decrease versus time.

While this result qualitatively follows the experimental one,
simulations are predicting a larger current variation if com-
pared with the measured one. This quantitative discrepancy
between the measured ad simulated drain currents suggests
that the trap concentrations used in simulation might be larger
than those actually involved in the real tested device.

Since we observed that Scenario A yielded no current
variation while only Scenario B was yielding a decrease in
current level, additional numerical simulations were carried
out by adjusting the trap concentration within the simu-
lated structure according to the following method. Naming
x as a certain fraction of the nominal carbon doping levels,
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Fig. 5. Simulated normalized drain current transients obtained by varying
the fraction x of carbon doping associated with the Scenario B trap level
density. A nice fitting of the experimental data (solid line) is obtained by
means of numerical simulations when x = 0.6% (dotted line). Inset: calculated
Arrhenius plot obtained by carrying out simulated transients at different
temperatures yielding a 0.9-eV activation energy.

i.e., 3 × 1016 cm−3 for the LC and 3 × 1018 cm−3 for the
HC layers, respectively, the number of trap level related to
Scenario B was set equal to x , while the remaining 1 − x
was equally distributed within the shallow-donor and shallow-
acceptor trap levels of Scenario A.

As shown in Fig. 5, varying x allowed us to quantitatively
reproduce the experimentally recorded transient, which was
adequately fitted for an x value equal to 0.6%, i.e., corre-
sponding to a 1.8 × 1016 cm−3 EACV trap concentration in
the HC buffer layer. The capture cross section used in the
simulations for the EACV trap level was 1.3×10−14 cm−2. The
said capture cross section value was chosen in order to match
the experimental current transients and to obtain a nice overlap
between the experimental [see Fig. 2 (inset)] and simulated
[Fig. 5 (inset)] Arrhenius plots. Lower values of the capture
cross section leaded to slower transients and vice versa, with
1.3×10−14 cm−2 being the capture cross section value, which
yielded the nice fit with the experimental data reported in
Fig. 5. Simulations with x = 0.6% were also carried out at
different temperatures, and by adopting the method based on
the d ID/d(log(t)) signal peak extraction, the Arrhenius plot
reported in Fig. 5 (inset) was calculated, yielding a 0.9-eV
activation energy.

Some comments are now needed in order to discuss the
large discrepancy, approximately two orders of magnitude,
between the nominal carbon doping values and those required
in order to reproduce the current transients with numerical
simulation. A similar difference between the nominal carbon
doping and the effective trap density has also been observed
in [17] when studying the deep levels in n-GaN carbon-doped
layer by means of minority carrier transient spectroscopy
measurements. In particular, the signature of a hole trap at
0.86 eV from VB was reported in [17], which is in agreement
with our findings, both on low-carbon (2–5 × 1016 cm−3) and
high-carbon (1 × 1017 cm−3) doped n-type GaN layers. The
extracted trap densities in [17] were also 1.8×1014 cm−3 and
2.2 ×1015 cm−3 for the low-carbon and high-carbon samples,
respectively. The increase in trap density with increasing

carbon doping clearly correlated the hole trap with the carbon
doping in the experiment carried out in [17]. Moreover, similar
to our findings, they also observed approximately the two
orders of magnitude ratio between the effective carbon doping
and the hole-trap concentration. In agreement with our results,
photocapacitance and deep-level transient spectroscopy mea-
surements reported in [21] also demonstrated that less than 2%
of the nominal carbon concentration created traps at a 0.9 eV
level from the GaN VB. Concerning the remaining part of the
carbon doping, it was reported in [21] that 15%–20% is related
to different levels and the other part, about 80%, is still not
allocated.

This result further supports our findings based on the
quantitative fitting of the experimental data, where only 0.6%
of the carbon doping participates to the depletion of the 2DEG.

VI. CONCLUSION

To the best our knowledge, we have provided, for the first
time, a clear and quantitative explanation of drain current
decrease transients induced by carbon-related buffer traps,
which only involves the hole-emission physical process related
to an acceptor trap located at 0.9 eV from the GaN VB,
which is one of the known levels forming within C-doped
GaN layers [16]–[18].

The current reduction in the tested ungated AlGaN/GaN
structures during backgating transient measurements is related
to a hole-emission process from an acceptor-like hole-trap
level with a density corresponding to 0.6% of the nominal
carbon doping concentration.

Both the trap energy as well as the ratio between the trap
density and the nominal carbon doping are also in agreement
with the previous findings obtained by means of different
measurement techniques, with respect to that adopted in this
paper, on C-doped GaN layers [17], [21].

The results proposed in this paper can potentially provide
insights into the physical mechanisms involved also in the
performance degradation of GaN-based HEMTs grown on
C-doped buffers. The measurement conditions used here on
ungated structures will correspond, in first approximation,
to those experienced by HEMT devices in their gate–drain
access region when large positive drain voltage is applied in
the OFF-state conditions with their substrate grounded. As a
consequence, the trap configuration scenario that fitted the
experimental results could be used to predict and/or investi-
gate the performance degradation in GaN-based HEMTs with
C-doped GaN buffer layers.
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